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Video content annotation automation using machine learning techniques

Abstract

Annotations describing semantic content within video material is essential for efficient
search of such content, e.g. allowing for search engine queries to return only relevant
segments of video clips within large content management systems. However, manual

annotation of video material is a dull and time-consuming task, effectively lowering the
quality and quantity of such annotations. In this rapport a system to automate most of the
process is suggested. The system learns from video material with user-provided annotations
to infer annotations for new material automatically, without requiring any system changes
between different user-created labeling schemes. The prototype of such a system presented
in this rapport, evaluated on a few concepts, is showing promising results for concepts with

high influence on the scene environments.

Automatisk annotering av videomaterial med hjälp av
maskininlärningstekniker

Sammanfattning

Annotering av semantiskt inneh̊all av videomaterial är kritiskt för effektiv sökning inom
s̊adant material, vilket i sin tur möjliggör t.ex. att förfr̊agningar till sökmotorer kan
returerna endast relevanta segment av videoklipp inom stora videohanteringssystem.

Manuell annotering är dock en tr̊akig och tidsödande uppgift, vilket medför l̊ag kvalité och
liten mängd av s̊adana annoteringar. I denna uppsats föresl̊as ett system för att

automatisera det mesta av den processen. Systemet lär sig fr̊an manuellt annoterat
videomaterial att inferera annoteringar för nytt material automatiskt, utan att kräva

ändringar p̊a systemet mellan olika användarskapta koncept att annotera. Prototypen som
är presenterad i denna uppsats och utvärderad p̊a ett antal koncept visar lovande resultat

för koncept som har högt inflytande p̊a scenmiljöerna.
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1 Introduction

The global Internet traffic has since the 1990s grown exponentially and recent statistics suggest
that the traffic will continue to grow [15]. Between 2007 and 2012 the traffic has increased by
more than a fourfold and was estimated to be 44 exabyte (EB) per month on average in 2012.
Excluding peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing, video accounted for 51% of all consumer Internet
traffic in 2011 and is expected to grow to 55% by 2016 [32]. Another forecast is that the
Internet video traffic, if TV, video-on-demand and P2P video traffic is combined, will account
for 86% of the global consumer traffic by 2016.

A popular video streaming service generating loads of traffic is Youtube with more than one
billion unique visitors each month [84] at the time of this project. Every month over six billion
hours of video is watched through this service and 100 hours of video is uploaded by the users
every minute. The video material found on this and similar services is browsed using search
engines which has indexed meta-data connected to the videos. The meta-data describing the
content found within each video is based upon manual annotation, i.e. descriptions provided
by users or content providers. The relevance of video content found through the textual search
queries made by the users is in the end based upon the quality and quantity of those annotations.
Since extensive manual annotation is a tedious and time consuming process the quality and
quantity of the meta-data would likely benefit from automation of the annotation process. In
this project an approach to reduce the human workload of video annotation is suggested.

1.1 Computer understanding of media content

A key component to automation of video annotation is making computer systems understand the
semantic content found within the video material. Computer understanding of media material
is studied in several research disciplines like e.g. Image analysis [63], Audio content analysis [56]
and Video content analysis(VCA) [19].

In this project, the goal is to help bridge the gap between the computer understanding
of visual media and what we as humans perceive as semantic content. The problem will be
approached in a generic manner, where the purpose is to create a system which can be taught
to understand concepts within video material easily recognizable by humans. It is generic in the
way that the system should ideally be able to learn virtually any concept found within video
material and be easily taught these concepts through human-annotated examples only. An
example might be to teach the system the concept of winter by providing annotated examples
from both winter and non-winter scenes. In the next section more details on the suggested
system of this project will be presented.

1.2 System

The system to be created is expected to be used to automatically annotate examples each com-
prised of a decoded video frame and corresponding audio from the time interval that the frame
is presented in playback. The training data provided by the user is comprised of video material
together with string annotations with corresponding timestamps for all frames, representing
the correct annotations of the examples to learn from. The system should be able to annotate
video material according to multiple previously taught concepts. As mentioned in Section 1 the
annotations, from now also referred to as labels, is later expected to be used for search queries
within video content management systems (VCMS).
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Many of the applications using video have most of its material within the same video domain.
For example, the material produced within the creation of nature documentaries could be said
to belong to the same domain within which the material tend to be more similar than to
material found in e.g. Hollywood productions. As an example of this consider frames depicting
cars in both domains. Except for the likely huge differences in probability of cars in nature
documentaries and Hollywood movies, the cars found within the domain would perhaps tend
to be more distant in the background than cars depicted in the latter domain. In other words,
presence of different semantic contents and how it is depicted can vary heavily between video
domains. Differences could also be in the form of different filming techniques and post production
effects [65], making the same semantic content appear very different. These differences between
different sets of material is in this rapport referred to as bias.

To make the problem of this project more approachable, the biases found within the domains
will be taken advantage of. To get an understanding why it can be made advantageous, consider
the following scenario: A user wants to teach the system to automatically annotate frames with
if they contain explosions or not. The users video database contains thousands of hours of video
material from weapon testing in various environments produced by the user’s organization. All
material is without special effects or any other form of post production alterations. The user’s
organization would like all frames depicting explosions within the material to be annotated as
such to allow for search queries based on those annotations.

Since in this scenario the system will only be used to automatically annotate video footage of
weapon testing produced in a similar manner, the frame examples depicting explosions do only
need to be separated from examples found in similar material. The training set of examples
the user need to provide to the system to teach it the concept of explosions could be made
up entirely of examples that could be expected to be found within such material. Since the
examples found within this domain is expected to be more similar than in videos in general it
is easier to provide enough diversity of both positive and negative examples in the training set.
With better coverage in the training set of how an explosion or non-explosion example might
look, it is easier to find what about the examples that is good indicators of its presence.

To summarize the above example, in this project automatic annotation of concepts does
only need to work well within the video domain trained for. For the training of such concepts
the user of the system is expected to provide frame examples from video material of the same
domain as the material later to be searched in.

The amount of examples the user would need to provide to the system for training depends
heavily on the concept to be conveyed together with the content and diversity of the video
material itself. However, the amount of examples provided for the training of the concepts that
will be tested in this project and what is expected to be provided to the implemented system is
around 15 to 45 minutes worth of examples, i.e. around 25 to 75 thousand frames for standard
video formats at the time of this project.

The user conveying the concepts will not be required to provide any a priori knowledge to the
system except annotated examples. For example, hints that the concept is purely visual, entirely
audio-based or in some other way simplified will not be input to the system. The purpose of this
is to make the task of creating the training set an as easy task as possible for the user, ideally
completely relieved of thinking about what might be important for the concept to be conveyed.

The annotations (sometimes referred to as labels), represented as strings, is meant to be used
for search queries of video content. The description of a concept is in this project represented
by a set of labels. As an example, the description of the concept of a forest scene could be
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represented by the set {forest, other}. Each frame example is assumed to belong to one of the
labels in the concept description. Furthermore, due to project time limitations the simplification
of allowing only binary labeling schemes is made within the scope of this project.

What type of concepts that could be conveyed to the system described in this project is far
from investigated in full and is somewhat of an open question. However, to make reasoning about
the problem more approachable some assumptions about the content captured in a concept is
made. One of these assumptions is that visual content of a concept should at least have a size of
roughly a thirtieth of the frame width and height to be considered. Furthermore, the concepts
are assumed not to be comprised of higher level semantics than what could be conveyed through
a single frame. In other words, no concepts conveyed at a shot or scene level will be considered,
or where the user requires knowledge about the content of an example through reasoning about
other examples. An example of this might be in a scenario where the user is trying to convey
the concept of a horse to the system. If the horse is visual in a frame example, but zoomed
in enough so that it is impossible for a human to tell from that single frame if it is a horse
without reasoning about previous or future frames depicting the horse, that example should
not be annotated as a horse. In the end, what is meant by a concept is highly subjective and
dependent on video material and system application.

2 Background

In this chapter theoretical background of the problem and its specifics is related to and pre-
sented together with theory from existing research on the topic of learning systems. Some of
the vocabulary and practices of the related research topics are explained together with their
application on the problem of this project.

2.1 Learning

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the goal is to have a system able to learn to recognize new concepts
conveyed through user-provided examples. What does learning mean and more importantly,
what does a system learning something mean? In this section the perspective on learning used
in this project is presented.

In [10, Chapter 4] learning is described as what happens when knowledge is transferred
between two entities referred to as the ”teacher” and the ”learner”. The teacher has the required
knowledge to perform a given task and the learner has to learn this knowledge to perform the
task.

One way to distinguish learning strategies is by the amount of reasoning (in [10] referred
to as ”inference”) required by the learner about the information provided by the teacher. Two
extremes would be no reasoning at all and a substantial amount of reasoning. If the learner is in
the form of a computer program and is programmed directly, knowledge is transferred between
the teacher (the programmer) and the learner (the program) but no reasoning is required on
behalf of the learner. All cognitive efforts is directly embedded into the program instructions.
An example in which more reasoning is required could be where a student is trying to determine
how to solve a math problem given the solution to a similar problem in a text book. The third
and last example is a system which independently invents new concepts or discovers new theories
given examples, a learner which require a substantial amount of reasoning.

There is a trade-off between the effort required of the learner and the effort required by the
teacher. By increasing the amount of reasoning the learner is capable of, the burden on the
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teacher is decreased. In [10, Chapter 4], learning is divided into four types:

• Rote learning

In rote learning the new knowledge is directly implemented into the learner, like in the
first example.

• Learning from instruction

In learning from instruction the learner has to transform the knowledge from the input
language to an internal representation, which is then applied.

• Learning by analogy

Learning by analogy is described as transforming and increasing existing knowledge with
similarity to a new situation or concept. The second example uses learning of this and the
previous type.

• Learning from examples

Lastly, in learning from examples, the learner has to induce a general description that
describes the examples given. This type of learning requires the highest degree of reason-
ing performed by the learner.

For the problem in this paper as described under Section 1, learning from examples is the
type of learning that should be performed by the system. Research on the topic of making
systems learn from examples is being conducted within the field of Machine Learning, a branch
of Artificial Intelligence.

2.1.1 Machine learning

Machine learning concerns the study and construction of systems that can learn from data [47].
This field can be roughly grouped into three branches:

• Reinforcement learning

In reinforcement learning the input data is unlabelled but feedback is received at a later
stage, e.g. winning or losing a game of chess.

• Unsupervised learning

In unsupervised learning there is no feedback, i.e. reward signal, to be used for evalu-
ation of the input mapping. Here the learning is about finding structures in the data that
is useful for the application, e.g. clustering of data.

• Supervised learning

Supervised learning is the task to infer a function given labelled data, a function to be
used later to map new data examples to, ideally, the correct label.
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Clearly, what is wanted for the problem described in Section 1 is supervised learning since
the problem to solve is just that: finding a way to describe the data that the user labelled and
use that knowledge to describe new data. In supervised learning, two large sub-branches exist
referred to as classification and regression [58]. These two branches are fairly similar, though
with the main difference that classification is about labeling the data with classes from a discrete
set, while in regression the output is continuous variables.

Here both approaches would be viable depending on what is wanted. Should the user search
for labels or number intervals? In this paper, as mentioned in Section 1.2, the focus is on
searching for labels i.e. using classification.

Classification is the problem of identifying to which category within a defined set of categories
a new observation belongs. This is done on the basis of a training set of observations with known
categories. In classification, where there is a discrete set of categories to choose from for each
given observation, the choice is either right or wrong with nothing in between. In contrast, when
it comes to regression, an observation could be said to belong to a category by some degree.
To relate to the problem of this project, the set of categories is the concept description and the
categories are its labels. What is the equivalent to the observation? In the next section the
representation of the observations are presented, referred to as examples.

2.1.2 Features

In classification and machine learning in general, as described in Section 2.1.1, some represen-
tation of the examples to infer something from is needed. In the problem of this project, could
the labels be inferred directly from examples represented by the grid of pixels composing the
frames? Unfortunately, this would pose a variety of problematic phenomena known as the Curse
of Dimensionality [77]. To more easily be able to provide an understanding of what this means,
some terminology is first presented.

Every example in a classification application is described using the same set of heuristic
properties, which could be e.g. textual or numerical values. Within the discipline of machine
learning these heuristic properties are referred to as features. Each feature can consist of one or
several feature dimensions, together comprising the total number of feature dimensions of the
feature space the examples resides in. In other words, the examples could be seen as points in
a feature space. Every example is represented as a feature vector with a corresponding feature
value for each dimension. What is wanted is a system which can learn to infer concept labels
based on the values of the feature vectors, i.e. from where in the feature space the examples
resides.

What this means for the scenario above is that each example would need to reside in a
feature space with at least as many dimensions as pixels in the frames, being ”at least” since the
channels of each pixel could be represented in separate dimensions. This is a very large space
indeed, and not only large, but examples appearing very similar to humans would be very far
from each other in this space. For an example illustrating this, see Figure 1. The two images
illustrated in the example depicting boards would be as far from each other as they could be.
Another way to get some intuition for this is imagining all pixel combinations residing in one
gigantic cube, each with a unique position. What anyone has ever seen, will ever see and can
ever see will fit in this cube. An image of everything existing in the universe would reside in
this space, each with an unique position given that the images are not identical. Furthermore,
even small changes within the images caused by e.g. slight differences in rotation, view angle or
light conditions would cause the examples to reside in completely different parts of this gigantic
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Figure 1: Do these boards look similar to you? In fact, comparing their pixel values – they
could not be more different. Since the white cells in one of the boards are black in the other one
and vice versa, every pixel is as different as they could be.

space. In this scenario, is it plausible to learn to distinguish e.g. frames depicting oceans from
everything else by where it resides in the feature space? Probably not. Problems like these above
are the common theme of the group of phenomena referred to as the Curse of Dimensionality,
that as when the dimensionality increases the volume of the space increases so fast that the data
becomes sparse [77].

As explained in Section 2.1 the task is to infer knowledge from known examples. The
knowledge obtained is only useful in the volume of the space where there are examples to learn
from since, as explained in [77], relevant generalization about examples is only possible from
interpolation and not extrapolation of the learning examples. This makes it a key component
of the successful use of learning algorithms to have enough data for learning. Using the frame
pixels as example representation will lead to a sparsity in the space since even visually similar
frames could end up in very different parts of the space. The sparsity of the space will cause it
to be a challenge, to say the least, to have enough learning data since the need for it would grow
exponentially with the number of dimensions – which in this case would be in the millions.

A more reasonable approach would be to use the features to describe frame attributes more
informative for the concept than its individual pixels. In the ocean example, perhaps features
like proportion of ocean-like colors like blue and turquoise would be more helpful. The key point
of features is that their values should bear some statistical significance for the classification, i.e.
the concept to learn. With e.g. the values of individual pixels as features like in the scenario
above, astronomical amounts of data would likely be required before the values of the individual
features begin to have any statistical significance whatsoever.

Features are often designed to be very specific for their application [45][69][46][36], like in
the ocean example above. However, in the problem of this project where the concepts to learn
are unknown until they are provided by the user, it would be infeasible to be that specific for
every concept. This is the case since either the feature set of the system must contain features
specific to every possible concept, or the user must provide those concept specific features –
which does not meet the requirement of teaching the system purely by examples, described in
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Section 1.2. What could be an alternative approach? To more easily describe the approach used
in this project, the problem and how it is different from more traditional classification problems
is stated more explicitly in the next section.

2.2 Formal definition of problem

So how can the problem be described more formally? From now on, the classification problem
in this project is described with the notation presented in this section. To begin with, the
traditional classification problem is described in the following manner:

X = [x0, x1, x2, ..., xn−1]

Y = [y0, y1, y2, ..., yn−1]

min
M

e =

n−1∑
i=0

|M(xi)− yi| =
n−1∑
i=0

|y∗i − yi|

X is the set of examples residing in the feature space, xi ∈ Rd, where d is the number of feature
dimensions. Y is the set of correct labels for all examples where yi ∈ {0, 1}. n is the number
of examples and M is the mapping function mapping a feature vector xi to a label y∗i while e
is the total error. In words, the goal is to minimize the misclassification error e with respect to
the mapping function M .

The classification problem stated above concerns a single mapping of examples in a d-
dimensional feature space to binary class labels. In contrast, the classification problem tackled
in this project can be described as:

X = [x0, x1, x2, ..., xn−1] (1)

Y =


y0,0 y0,1 y0,2 ... y0,n−1
y1,0 y1,1 y1,2 ... y1,n−1
y2,0 y2,1 y2,2 ... y2,n−1
... ... ... ... ...

ym−1,0 ym−1,1 ym−1,2 ... ym−1,n−1

 (2)

M = [M0,M1,M2, ...,Mm−1] (3)

min
M

e =

m−1∑
j=0

n−1∑
i=0

|Mj(xi)− yj,i| =
m−1∑
j=0

n−1∑
i=0

∣∣y∗j,i − yj,i∣∣ (4)

Here M is a set of mapping functions of size m (one for each concept) and Y contains the labels
for all concepts. The feature vectors X residing in the d-dimensional feature space is exactly
the same as in the previous problem.

What is fundamentally different between these two classification problems stated above is
that the latter, the one of this project, is about inferring the labels from m concepts instead of
one – using the same set of features. However, the mapping functions in the set M is in this
project assumed to be independent of each other, and could thereby be seen as |M | traditional
classification problems. The important difference is that the set of concepts M is unknown at
the time the feature set is determined since, as described in Chapter 1, the user of the system
is the one teaching the concepts purely by providing examples.

The questions to answer to provide a solution to the problem of this project could be stated
as:
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• What should the feature space Rd look like?

• How can mapping functions in the setM be created in system run-time, with no alternation
of the predetermined feature space Rd, to infer class labels with reasonable classification
performance?

The background and theory behind the approach to answer the first question, the design
of the dimensions of the feature space Rd, and to the second question, how to build usable
knowledge about the examples in that space, will be presented in the next and the subsequent
section respectively.

2.3 Content understanding

The features in the feature set used in supervised classification problems could either be designed
[45][69][46][36], i.e. embedded into computer instructions directly, or learnt by the system. In
recent research [38][16][39][57], unsupervised approaches for learning features have been used
successfully in classification problems. This is, however, expensive both in computation and
storage and the generality of the problem in this project would make it unpractical, especially
for a standard desktop computer at the time of this project. For example, calculating concept
specific features on new video material for every concept learned would make the time required
for the feature extraction to quickly get out of hand. In this project, the approach chosen is
designing features by hand using feature domain knowledge.

The features used to represent the video content should ideally be both descriptive and
general enough to be able to separate examples with labels from unknown labeling schemes,
based on their feature values. In other words, in the ideal case, regardless of what kind of
concept the user is trying to teach the system to recognize, the system will have data to infer
this semantic from. As an example, if the user decides to label examples of frames containing
horses to teach the system to recognize horses, the predetermined set of features must be able
to capture what differs a horse from everything else.

There are some practical problems with this ideal feature set. If it is supposed to be both
descriptive enough to separate the frames containing a certain concept clearly from everything
else, while general enough to capture virtually any concept, this would require an impractical
amount of features. As mentioned in Section 1, the concepts only need to separate from ev-
erything else within the video domain trained for. This is beneficial since this allows for the
always present biases (Section 1.2) in the video domains to be used for inferring the concept to
be learned.

Besides having too descriptive features while being general enough would bring an imprac-
tical size of the feature set due to the requirement of calculating and representing them, the
dissimilarities between examples of the same concept would become too large – making it diffi-
cult for the system to obtain knowledge about them, as described in Section 2.1. The purpose of
knowledge about the examples is, as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, to infer the labels of previously
unseen examples. The application of knowledge obtained about seen examples to infer labels of
unseen examples is within machine learning referred to as generalization. In other words, in the
scenario above having too descriptive features, the generalization capabilities would be lost.

There is a trade-off between how useful the obtained knowledge is across different data
sets and how sensitive it is to small changes within a data set. This is within machine learning
referred to as the bias-variance trade-off [24] and is a central problem within supervised learning.
What is wanted is knowledge that both captures the regularities in the training data but also
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generalizes well to unseen data. In other words, the descriptiveness of the individual features
is a balancing act. To find this balance, knowledge about the feature domain and sometimes
rough guesses have to be applied.

Due to limitations in practice to how much feature data can fit in memory of a standard
desktop computer at the time of this project and the expected number of examples, as seen in
Section 1.2, the guideline used for the number of feature values used to represent one example
was decided to be of a maximum of around 10 thousand.

In the next few sections, the domains from which domain knowledge has been applied in this
project is introduced.

2.3.1 Image analysis

The goal of the discipline of Image analysis [63] is to extract meaningful information about the
content of images. Nowadays this mainly refers to analysis of digital images by means of digital
imaging processing techniques [31].

A grey-scale image can be defined as a two-dimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are
spatial coordinates. The amplitude of any point in the image, i.e. coordinate pair (x, y), is
referred to as the intensity level of that point. For digital images the coordinates x and y and
the amplitude values of f are all finite and discrete quantities. The finite quantity of points with
corresponding intensity levels in an image are most commonly referred to as pixels. Pixels can
be composed of more than one value, i.e. channel. A common way to represent color in digital
images and imaging applications is using three channels to represent a level for red, green and
blue respectively according to the RGB color model [68], where these colors are added together
to reproduce a broad range of colors.

Within image analysis and related fields like computer vision, the task is to extract infor-
mation from the grids of pixels composing the images. For this task there exists many different
techniques used for the automatic analysis of images, such as object detection, object recognition
[43] [18] and image segmentation [53].

Object detection is a group of techniques that deals with detecting semantic objects (such
as boats, rabbits, or houses) in digital images and videos. An example of a popular research
domain within object detection is face detection [79], with the goal of determining the locations
and sizes of human faces in digital images. In object recognition the aim is instead of detecting
objects to determine which objects are depicted in an image, where the output besides object
locations also includes the labels of the objects. For example, instead of use in domains as face
detection with the aim of finding faces, an applied research domain is face recognition [74] with
the aim of determining identity of the human subjects. In image segmentation the task is to
partition digital images into segments, i.e. sets of pixels. The goal is to simplify or/and change
the image representation to more easily be able to extract meaningful information from the
images.

An important information representation often used in image analysis is histograms [55] [72]
[67]. A histogram, a term from the field of statistics, is a representation of a data distribution,
more specifically an estimate of the probability distribution of a variable. In image analysis, a
histogram could, for example, be used to represent a distribution of pixels with certain ranges
of brightness or color, or of the types of edge directions in an image [54].

Using techniques applied within the research field introduced in this section, higher level
information about visual content than the raw data of pixel values can be extracted. As men-
tioned in Section 2.3, this is precisely what is needed for the construction of usable features.
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In the next section a research field using techniques to achieve the same thing with audio is
introduced.

2.3.2 Audio content analysis

Within Audio content analysis [56] research, development and application of systems and tech-
niques for automatic analysis and understanding of sound is conducted. The research discipline
combines theories, concepts and methods from disciplines as signal processing, acoustics, cogni-
tion, speech recognition [64] and music.

In digital systems, sound can be represented by a one-dimensional array of floating point
values per audio channel. The array elements would then represent samples of sound pressure,
i.e. snapshot measurements of the air pressure deviation from the equilibrium. The sampling
frequency depends on sound format and determines the range of frequencies (bandwidth) possible
to record and play. The bandwidth is limited in the upper bound by the Nyquist frequency [21],
which is always half of the sampling frequency. The sampling frequency in standard sound
formats used in videos for home use is typically 44.1000 kHz or 48 kHz. This establishes a
bandwidth of representable sound frequencies to range from 0 to 22 050 Hz or 0 to 24 000 Hz,
which is enough for human listeners since the human auditory system is limited to around 16
Hz to 20 kHz [8].

Audio content analysis combines audio signal processing with machine learning techniques,
often to automatically extract information about characteristics of music [75] [41]. Such charac-
teristics could be e.g.tempo, harmony, pitch or genre. The information extracted does not have
to be related to music, like in [56], where an application is violence detection in the sound track
of videos.

In the next section, a research domain which often combines topics in both image analysis
(with the added aspect of time) and audio content analysis is presented.

2.3.3 Video content analysis

The goal of video content analysis (VCA) [19] is to automatically analyse video material to
determine events both spatially and temporally. Applications could be e.g. motion detection,
video tracking and style detection.

Motion detection is about detecting position changes of objects relative to the surroundings or
changes in the surroundings relative to objects. A domain where this is often applied is within
surveillance, where interesting motion (of e.g. people) is to be detected while uninteresting
motion (e.g. branches moving in the wind) is to be ignored [70]. In video tracking the task is to
locate objects over time in video sequences, i.e. to associate target objects in consecutive frames
[73]. As an example, video tracking is used in [83] to analyse the behavioural pattern of people
in public spaces. Style detection is about detecting the production style of produced video
material, like e.g. television broadcasts. In [66] news broadcasts were classified into non-studio
setting, sporting event, weather news etc based on features like camera distance, locations of
faces, amount of object motion and keywords found through video optical character recognition
[61].

What all these three domains introduced above have in common is that they are using
features to extract meaningful information about media content. To go from features to higher
level semantics, the classes to classify examples as, is within machine learning referred to as
reducing the semantic gap [40]. How should the semantic gap be reduced between the features
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and the concepts to teach the system of this project? In the next coming sections, the background
and some of the terminology used within machine learning for achieving this is introduced.

2.4 Reducing the semantic gap

2.4.1 Models

The goal of all machine learning tasks is, as described in Section 2.1.1, to learn from data
and as mentioned in Section 2.1, learning is about obtaining knowledge. If the knowledge
obtained by observing previous or collected data used in the learning process is not applicable
or usable on unseen data, the knowledge is useless for the given task. In the discipline of
machine learning, as described in Section 2.3, the objective of the learner is to generalize from
experience. The knowledge learned from experience, from the seen data, is stored in a model
for use in generalization about new data.

In classification, as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the task is to generalize about which category
or class examples, represented by their feature vector, should belong to. This is done by finding
a description, expressed as a model, of the provided labelled examples by observing trends of
their feature values. The models found is usually far from perfect and could be either underfitting
or overfitting the data. Underfitting means that the model built on seen data to generalize on
unseen data is based on too little or too poor quality data to describe the examples through
their feature values. Underfitting leads to generalization error simply because it is too vague.
Overfitting also leads to generalization error, but for a quite opposite reason. In these cases,
the problem is that too much of the trends of the feature values in the seen data has been built
into the model, which has made the model too detailed to make good predictions about unseen
data. In the field, this is referred to as a too high model complexity for the data.

2.4.2 Algorithm choice

There are plenty of well-known algorithms studied and used both within academia and industry
for various supervised classification problems. A few examples are Decision Trees [60], Neural
Networks [29] and different kinds of ensembles like Bagging [9], Boosting [71] and Random Forest
[42]. As mentioned in Section 1.2, the classification problem in this project has characteristics
like a large feature set and many examples. Having as many features and examples as mentioned
in Section 1.2 while achieving a training time low enough to meet the presented requirements
suggests some restrictions on the choice of algorithm. The algorithm must also run without
requiring the user to add any a priori knowledge like e.g. initial guesses, parameters or what types
of features that are likely to be of importance for the semantic to be conveyed. Furthermore, it
must not be pruned to overfit the training set. The risk of overfitting, as mentioned in Section
2.4.1, is a risk that is virtually always present in classification. However, since as mentioned in
Section 1.2 the task of teaching the system should be as easy as possible and the user might have
very limited or no experience of the practices used within machine learning, the training set is
likely to have an extra high tendency to contain substantial amounts of bias in the training set,
further increasing this risk. The algorithm is therefore required to have some tolerance against
this built in. Furthermore, since for each given concept it is likely that the majority of the
features will be either irrelevant or provide redundant information, the algorithm must have an
ability to handle both irrelevant and redundant feature dimensions.

For the classification problem of this project the Support Vector Machine (SVM) was chosen.
The Support Vector Machine is regarded as one of the best performing classification algorithms
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to date with a high generalization ability [12], it requires no a priori knowledge and provides
the wanted property of a relatively high ability to deal with irrelevant and redundant feature
dimensions [34]. Furthermore, the SVM can provide some of the wanted tolerance against
overfitting [26]. The SVM can with certain configurations and implementation [22] handle the
high number of examples and features mentioned in Section 1.2. In the following section, theory
and the background around the use of this algorithm on the classification problem of this project
is presented.

2.4.3 Support Vector Machines

The task of building a model to be used for predictions about the class of yet unseen examples
could be seen as a risk minimization problem. In [76] the approach described is minimizing an
approximation of the risk referred to as the empirical risk. The empirical risk is calculated by
averaging a loss function on the training set:

Remp(h) =
1

m

n−1∑
i=0

L(h(xi), yi). (5)

The use of the principle of empirical risk minimization defines a family of learning algorithms
to which the Support Vector Machine is a member. The SVM is a binary classifier assigning
new examples with one out of two possible labels. The principle behind the label assignments
is empirical risk minimization where the risk is assumed to be inversely proportional to the
distance to the decision boundary.

In a trained SVM the decision boundary is a hyperplane separating the training examples
in the feature space. The process of training a Support Vector Machine is to use the labelled
examples in the training set to find such a hyperplane so that class determination of new examples
could be made based upon which side of the hyperplane the examples resides in the feature space.
A hyperplane is the term used for a plane generalized to a space with any number of dimensions
and can be described using the same number of parameters as dimensions of the space. A space
where examples are separated by a hyperplane is illustrated in Figure 2.

The generalization ability of the hyperplane separating the training examples in the feature
space is assumed to be determined by the margin of separation together with its complexity,
where the margin is the minimum distance between two examples of different class labels.

A simple decision boundary with large margin, i.e. distance to the closest example, is
assumed to lead to better generalization ability due to a lower empirical risk of misclassification.
Separation of examples using two different hyperplanes with different margins is illustrated in
Figure 3. An important note is that it is far from guaranteed that the examples in the feature
space are linearly separable. Linear separability is a geometric property that a pair of sets of
points can be separated from each other by a hyperplane in a space.

Let us first assume that the examples are linearly separable. The optimal hyperplane, i.e. the
one separating the examples with the largest margin, is then found by the following approach:

Let T be the training set of labelled examples:

T = {xi, yi|xi ∈ Rp, yi ∈ {−1, 1}}n−1i=0 . (6)

Any hyperplane can be written as w · x − b = 0 where x is a vector of points and w is
the normal vector to the hyperplane. If there exists such a hyperplane so that it can linearly
separate the training examples by their labels, two parallel hyperplanes can be selected so that
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Figure 2: Separation of examples in a three-dimensional feature space

no examples falls in between them. The problem could then be described as maximizing the
distance between these two hyperplanes.

The selected hyperplanes can be described as:

w · x− b = 1,

w · x− b = −1.

Since the distance between them always is 2
‖w‖ , minimizing ‖w‖ yields the maximum margin.

The requirements of separation of examples on labels and no examples residing between the
hyperplanes can be formalized as:

w · xi − b ≥ 1 | yi = 1,

(a) (b)

Figure 3: The separation of the examples using the hyperplane in (b) is assumed to generalize
better than the separation by the hyperplane in (a).
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w · xi − b ≤ 1 | yi = −1,

⇒ yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1. (7)

Figure 4: Two classes of examples separated by the maximum margin hyperplane in a two-
dimensional feature space.

The maximum margin hyperplane can be found by solving the optimization problem:

minimize
w,b

‖w‖,

subject to yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1, i = 0, . . . , n− 1.

An example of a maximum margin hyperplane separating two classes of examples can be seen
in Figure 4.

As mentioned, it is not always the case that the examples are linearly separable in the feature
space. An example of such a case is illustrated in Figure 5. Furthermore, even if they are linearly
separable, the maximum margin hyperplane found might be made less generalizable by the strict
requirement of separating all examples correctly, illustrated in Figure 6.

In [17] the concept of a Soft Margin Support Vector Machine was introduced. If some
examples of the wrong label were allowed to reside on the other side of the margin, cleaner
separations would be made possible, illustrated in Figure 7.

Even if now only most of the examples would be separated this paper showed that the gener-
alization performance would likely increase due to wider and less complicated separations. This
is done by introducing non-negative slack variables ξi representing the degree of misclassification
of each example. Equation (7) can now be replaced with:

yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1− ξi. (8)
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Figure 5: A set of non-separable examples residing in a two-dimensional feature space.

Figure 6: The resulting maximum-margin hyperplane due to the requirement of complete sepa-
ration of examples.

The optimization is now a trade-off between a large margin and a small error penalty. If
the function determining the penalty for misclassified examples is linear, the problem can be
expressed as:

minimize
w,ξ,b

‖w‖+ C
n−1∑
i=0

ξi,

subject to yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1− ξi, i = 0, . . . , n− 1, ξi ≥ 0.

(9)

This problem can after a few alterations be solved efficiently using a type of mathematical
optimization techniques referred to as Quadratic Programming [23]. Minimizing ‖w‖ yields
the same solution as minimizing 1

2‖w‖
2, but gets rid of the need of the expensive square-root
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Figure 7: A wider margin was achieved by allowing an example to reside on the wrong side of
the separating hyperplane.

operation required when calculating the norm. After this substitution the previous optimization
problem becomes:

minimize
w,ξ,b

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

n−1∑
i=0

ξi,

subject to yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1− ξi, i = 0, . . . , n− 1, ξi ≥ 0.

By introducing Lagrangian Multipliers [7], a strategy used within mathematical optimization
for finding local minima and maxima of a function subject to equality constraints, the problem
could further be expressed as:

arg min
w,ξ,b

max
α,β
{1

2
‖w‖2 + C

n−1∑
i=0

ξi −
n−1∑
i=0

αi[yi(w · xi − b)− 1 + ξi]} | αi, βi > 0.

Now all examples separated by yi(w · xi − b) − 1 + ξi > 0 do not need to be considered by
setting αi to zero.

The problem is now ready to be solved using Quadratic Programming [23]. By the station-
arity condition [35] it follows that the solution w can be expressed as:

w =

n−1∑
i=0

αiyixi.

The corresponding examples of the non-zero αi lies on the margin satisfying:

yi(w · xi − b) = 1. (10)

These examples lying exactly on the margin are referred to as the support vectors. By solving
for b in (10) the offset is obtained. A more robust way in practice is averaging over all support
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vectors, i.e:

b =
1

s

s−1∑
i=0

w · xi − yi.

where s is the number of support vectors.
Which norm || · || is used in the optimization problem solved, stated in Equation (9)? If

the solution to the above optimization problem should be as conveyed through the description
and the figures, a hyperplane maximizing the margin of the separation of examples of different

classes in a Euclidean space, the Euclidean norm
√
x20 + x21 + ...+ x2n−1, often referred to as

the L2-norm, is meant. In [85] it is argued that the use of the Manhattan norm
∑n−1

0 |xi|
referred to as the L1-norm, may have some advantages over the standard L2-norm when there
are redundant and noisy features through the implicit feature selection made, described in [49].
In this project the L1-norm was chosen. The choice could be motivated by, as described in
Section 2.1.2, the need of a large feature set to for each concept have features with statistical
significance - where many, likely even the large majority, of the feature dimensions would be of
low or no importance to a specific concept. As an example, if the concept of something red is to
be conveyed, is the specific value of every other colors bin in a histogram (Section 2.3.1) likely to
be of large importance? Probably not, meanwhile those feature dimensions add to the sparsity
of the feature space, as described in Section 2.1.2, increasing the training data required.

What should the C parameter stated in (9) be? C ∈ (0,∞) is the coefficient that affects
the trade-off between complexity of separation (number of support vectors) and proportion of
non-separated examples. If C is set too large, there will be a high penalty for non-separable
points causing a high number of support vectors to be stored, increasing the risk for overfitting
the training data, Section 2.4.1. If C is set too small, there may instead be underfitting [5]. The
approach for finding a suitable C for the data to teach the system to recognize a concept within,
a grid-search approach was used as described in [30], testing coefficients using cross-validation
[25]. In this project the set of coefficients tested was {2−4, 2−2, .., 210}.

As described so far in this section, Support Vector Machines performs linear separation
(Section 2.4) of the examples in the feature space. However, there is a trick available to perform
non-linear separation of the examples, within machine learning referred to as the kernel trick
[62]. The kernel trick works by implicitly mapping the examples into a feature space of higher
dimensionality where the examples are linearly separable. However, kernel-based SVMs were
disregarded due to a much longer training time, making the use of them unpractical for the
number of examples and features in the classification problem of this project, Section 1.2.

Using the approach described above a model (Section 2.4.1) to be used for labeling new
examples could be obtained through storing the calculated weights w and the offset b. However,
just throwing in the data into the classification algorithm is rarely enough to achieve a decent
generalization performance. In the next section, techniques used to adapt the data for this
purpose is presented.

2.4.4 Feature representation

How should the data be represented to be used within a SVM? The answer to this question is
very application dependent and is hardly an exact science. Feature design should perhaps be
viewed as the use of often useful practices to achieve better classification results.

In [30] the importance of feature scaling before applying the SVM is emphasized. A key
advantage of scaling the feature values mentioned in this guide is to avoid features with greater
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numerical ranges dominating those with smaller numerical ranges. Furthermore, with the use
of kernels (Section 2.4.3) numerical difficulties due to multiplication of large numbers could
sometimes appear. Scaling the feature values in each dimension to ranges of e.g. [−1, 1] or [0, 1]
avoids these issues. It is important to apply the same scaling methods to both the training and
testing set, i.e. using the same scaling factors and operations. If not, the instances in the sets
are no longer comparable, where e.g. identical feature values of examples in the training and
testing set is no longer identical.

A rule of thumb for ideal features, which is far from normally achievable but might aid
the thinking about features, is that the feature values should be increasing or decreasing with
the likelihood of an example having a certain label y. If so, classification would be an easy
problem, likely linearly separable using one or a few dimensions. In contrast, if individual
features contain no information about the likelihood of a label, the features are likely poorly
designed. An example might be an application where classification is used to determine whether
routes are considered walkable or not. If the coordinates of the sources and destinations were
used as features these would convey little, if any, usable information in themselves, while the
distance between them would convey a lot. In other words, this classification application would
have much to gain by implementing the concept of relative positions, distances, into the features
themselves. This is often referred to as domain knowledge.

Histogram features, as mentioned in Section 2.3.1, with buckets that can vary excessively,
like color histograms, could be problematic to use directly. The feature values of the color
histograms dimensions, the buckets, can vary with orders of magnitude depending on the size
of color regions. For example, consider a red boat depicted on the open water. The red boats
impacts on the red bucket in the histogram depends linearly on the area of the frame it occupies,
which is heavily influenced by at what distance it is depicted. If e.g. the boat’s side occupies half
of the frame side instead of a twentieth, the value would be increased a hundredfold. Histograms
or distributions over spatial information like the color histogram described are in other words
very dependent on the scene and can look very different even for two very semantically similar
scenes – even for ones containing the same objects. A technique used in [13] to reduce this
problem was to exponentiate the feature values of the histograms:

aj = bcj , c ∈ (0, 1), j = 0, · · · , k − 1

where aj and bj is the value of bucket j before and after exponentiation respectively and k
is the number of buckets in the histogram feature.

In the next chapter the approach for system implementation is described together with ideas
based on the theoretical foundation presented in Section 2.
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3 Features

In this section the features used and the motivation behind them is presented. In the first
subsection the focus is on features based on visual content, to be followed by the features based
on audio content.

3.1 Visual features

In a video, huge amounts of information can be extracted and deducted from what is seen in
individual frames. The frames, each of which are represented by a grid of pixels, each comprised
of a value for the red, green and blue color channel, Section 2.3.1. In modern video formats for
home use the standard bit-depth is 8 bits per color channel, allowing for more than 16 million
colors to be recorded and displayed. As a side note, the human visual system is estimated to be
able to differentiate between less than 10 million colors [82], making it more than sufficient for
human viewers. Currently as this rapport is written, the standard video resolutions for ordinary
consumers are somewhere around 1080 pixels in vertical resolution, resulting in a couple of
million pixels per frame depending on aspect ratio, a number which is likely to double within a
few years. For the problem at hand, dimensionality reduction of the vast grid of data is essential
before throwing it into the classification algorithm of choice, the SVM, as mentioned in Section
2.1.2. This could be done by using domain knowledge in the field of Image Analysis 2.3.1.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, an often used feature within image analysis is color distribu-
tions. Since the perception of colors is an integral part of the human visual system, the color
information in the video is likely often important for the concepts the human teacher is trying
to teach the system. For example could a concept to be captured have a tendency to be of
certain color, especially within the video domain trained for. However, since what is looked for
could potentially be as small as roughly a 1/30 of the frame width and height, as described in
Section 1.2, just using the global color distribution within the frames the color distribution of
the semantic to learn is likely to ”drown”, i.e. be masked by the color distribution of what is
surrounding it and often not of interest. Still, just dividing the frame into a grid of regions and
having the color distributions on those as features, would mean that the concept should have
to be present in all regions in the training set to be able to be detected in any region in the
test set. Furthermore, it would likely degrade the performance substantially due to the noisy
information that sometimes a region is a good indicator of the concept, but most often it is
not. In other words, what is wanted is a way to find potentially small local regions, globally,
that should be separable for different labels in the same feature dimensions with every similar
example. However, for human viewers, and for the problem in this project – human concept
teachers, perhaps some assumptions could be made about what is important within the frame.
Could e.g. the small details in the background of a scene portraying a high-speed car chase be
considered of less interest by the viewer, and therefore less likely to be chosen as concept to
teach the system? In this project, this assumption is made. A model over how interesting a
particular frame is to the viewer is in [44] referred to as a Human Attention Model, which based,
among other things, on color contrasts, object motion and camera motion is applied to video
summarization by determining an importance ranking. If instead parts of this idea is used to
segment each frame into two regions, in and out of attention, we might just be able to achieve
what we want. For example, imagine a rabbit moving across a plain and static desert. If this
rabbit is segmented out from the background, even if just partially – lets say 20% of the rabbit,
what is segmented out is 80% rabbit and 20% background. If lets say the rabbit takes up 5%
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Character charging forward. The calculated optical flow of the image in a) is shown
in b), where the gradient magnitudes are visualized as saturation and the spatial direction by
hue color angle.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Character falling forward in front of explosion. See Figure 8

of the original frame, this means that the rabbits distributions will now influence the captured
region by 80% instead of 5% globally, even with just partial rabbit regions. This would likely in
the large majority of cases be a better approximation of the whole rabbit distribution than the
frame distribution. The user labeling a new concept might also be completely uninterested in
the rabbit cluttering up the view of the barren desert field, being more interested in teaching the
system the concept of a desert, or perhaps a sunset. Regardless, the segmentation of the frame
into viewer focus and background would help both concepts stand out to a larger degree. In
other words, the assumption made in this report is that the user labeling this videos is teaching
the system something that is either concerning what is in viewer focus or in the background.

How can this human attention-based segmentation be achieved? In [44], to estimate the
human attention of a frame, optical flow [28] was used as a major component. Could a reasonably
accurate segmentation mask be made to separate the frames into either in or out of attention,
solely based on optical flow?

Optical flow calculations is a technique to approximate the direction pixel regions are moving
in time, i.e. frame to frame. This is modeled as a gradient for each block in three dimensions:
x and y within the frame and t in time. The implementation in [81] was used to create this
estimation of the optical flow on single pixel blocks and a two-frame time window, see Figure 8
- 9. By having a threshold v = k ·m, where k is some scalar and m is the average magnitude of
the optical flow gradients, a mask segmenting the frames into moving and non-moving regions
were created. However, using only this technique, cuts, i.e. shot or scene changes, would bring
massive amounts of movement, resulting in unintended regions of the frame to be segmented as
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moving. To make this usable, the unwanted motion needs to be cancelled out.

3.1.1 Cut detection

To know when to cancel out the motion created from shot or scene changes, detection of the
shot boundaries is needed. A shot is a single piece of video recorded without interruption, i.e.
without cuts [51]. In other words, a cut is defined as the delimiter, i.e. beginning or end, of a
shot. A simple kind of cut detector could be simply having a threshold on some distance measure
between consecutive frames. This would be possible since its value between frames within shots
is likely smaller than between frames in different shots, given that a suitable distance measure is
used. The distance measure could e.g. be the euclidean distance between the HSV distribution
[11] of each frame. A problem with this simple technique is that fast changes within the scene,
e.g. an explosion, would easily cause a false positive. Other problems are film editing techniques
like dissolves and fades, leading to more continuous transitions between shot sequences, causing
false negatives. In [81] the technique used was instead to select out potential cut candidates
within a sliding window of frames , which had yielded good results. An implementation of the
cut detector provided by that papers author was used in the experiments of this project.

3.1.2 Segmentation

Cut detection provides the ability to ignore movement caused by new shots, allowing for masks
to be produced segmenting out only regions that are actually moving. However, this means that
whenever what is segmented as ”in-attention” stops moving it will no longer be segmented out,
resulting in a occasionally ”blinking” segmentation mask. To come back to the example with
the rabbit running over the desert field, the rabbit would disappear from the in-focus segment
as soon as it stops moving. But if the scene has not changed in that situation, i.e. there has
been no cut, and nothing else is moving in the scene to steal focus from the rabbit – perhaps it
is safe to reuse the last mask?

A technique that reused previous masks were created. The algorithm can be described as
following:

1. If frame is detected as a cut, return a blank mask

2. Calculate optical flow image

3. Create mask where elements are set according to being greater than a threshold on the
magnitude of the optical flow gradient for that position, where the threshold is based upon
the average magnitude

4. OR the masks since the latest cut up to k masks (non-merged), yielding a merged mask

5. return the merged mask

where mask refers to a matrix with the same dimensions as a frame with true and false
elements to determine the pixels to be segmented as in or out of attention respectively. A blank
mask refers to an all false mask, i.e. resulting in all pixels being segmented as out of attention.
OR refers to the logical OR operator and k is based on the frame rate.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Two walking characters are partly segmented out from the background, with the
in-attention regions in a) and out-of-attention regions in b).

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Single character waving its arms and head partly segmented out.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: Blabbermouth segmented out from the rest of the character and the background.
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Character throwing himself backward partly segmented out from background. Some
of the sky is unfortunately segmented out as in-attention due to rapid camera movement.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: Lightning explosion segmented out from the background.

(a) (b)

Figure 15: Character with rocket-shoes flying up in the air segmented out from background.
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: Explosion segmented out from the background.

(a) (b)

Figure 17: Fire explosion, with original frame in a) and frame with reduced colors and resolution
in b).

The in-viewer-attention regions and the background, referred to as regions in and out of
attention, which can now be separated by a mask (see Figure 10 - 16) and be further pro-
cessed separately. The next step is to create features describing the characteristics of these two
segments.

3.1.3 Color information

A way to describe color in images, as mentioned in Section 2.3.1, is through histograms. For
this there are a number of different color spaces, where HSV is one commonly used within image
analysis [67] [80] [14] and chosen in this project. Normalized histograms, i.e. distributions,
over intensity and the three dimensions in the HSV color space: hue, saturation and value was
used, together with distributions over all combinations of HSV. However, as mentioned, each
pixel could be over 16 million colors, a quantity of colors unlikely to be useful to represent for
this application. Having such preciseness of the colors would be extremely descriptive, which
as mentioned under Section 2.3 would likely destroy the generalization capabilities. Looking at
images with colors limited only to hundreds instead of millions, like the ones in Figure 17 with
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(a) (b)

Figure 18: Ocean, with original frame in a) and frame with reduced colors and resolution in b).

(a) (b)

Figure 19: Two characters, with original frame in a) and frame with reduced colors and resolution
in b).

(a) (b)

Figure 20: Forest, with original frame in a) and frame with reduced colors and resolution in b).
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their resolution reduced substantially, it is not hard to see that there is still lots of information
to be conveyed. Would perhaps only hundreds of colors be enough for the purpose at hand?
In this project, this assumption is made. The number of buckets used for the histograms for
hue, saturation, value and intensity is set to 16, 7, 8 and 7 respectively after some experimental
testing.

Having only distributions as color information does not convey any regional information,
such as the spread of colors. Consider for example a scene with a single red boat on the open
sea. Information about the fact that the red pixels comprising the boat are close together, and
not spread over the scene, is not conveyed through the color distributions. In other words, small
color contributions scattered over the entire frame could impact the distributions in the same
way as large clusters would.

There is both positive and negatives aspects of having features based on regional information.
For example, consider using color distributions over regions separately, where frames are simply
divided up by a grid. In the boat example, position of the boat(s) within the frames in the
training set would then matter a lot. For one, there must be examples of boats residing in the
same regions of the grid in the training set as in examples later to be labelled. Furthermore,
each region unattended by a boat in examples labelled as boats in the training set will lower the
statistical significance (Section 2.3) of having boat colors in the regions color distribution.

Instead, less specific regional information were considered in this project. One of these were
the spread of the colors within the frames. To get an understanding why this could be useful,
consider again the boat example. If information showing that red pixels (with the color of the
boat) tend to be close to each other instead of spread over the frame, that could easily have
statistical significance. Furthermore, if features could also convey that the boat-colored pixels
tend to be neighboring water-colored pixels, that information would likely also be useful.

To capture information about spread, the conditional probabilities for color class transitions
between neighboring pixels were used as features. The color classes were represented as one class
for each of hue, saturation and value respectively. The class were determined by which bucket in
a histogram the pixels value would be assigned. Furthermore, although not related to the spread
of colors, the conditional probabilities for e.g. pixels having a certain hue class given a certain
value class (and all other combinations) were used. The transitions between the color classes
representing hue, saturation and value were modeled in transition matrices, p(C = ic|K = jk)
where C and K are hue, saturation or value and ic and jk is the respective levels, see Figure
21 - 29. The regions were made by dividing the frame into a h ∗ w grid. Each element in the
transition matrices were used as a feature.

3.1.4 Edge information

Another useful aspect of the pixels found in the frames is the transitions in intensity spatially, i.e.
the edges. In this project, no information on individual shapes or edges were used as features.
Instead, to have features that conveys global edge information, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
[50] were used to calculate the magnitude spectrum of the 2-D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
[27].

The magnitude spectrum of the 2-D DFT contains the distribution over transition frequencies
for the edges contained in the frame, with vertical and horizontal spatial frequency on respective
axis, see Figure 30 - 31. The DFT contains the same number of coefficients, i.e. frequencies, as
the number of sample points, which makes it as large as the frame. By the same argument as
mentioned in Section 2.3 regarding generalization capabilities, information must be formalized
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(a) Out-of-attention segment (black regions are excluded).

(b) In-attention segment (black regions are excluded). Notice how the red-yellow and high value regions
with fire is not drowned by other colors as in a).

Figure 21: Fire explosion. The images on the right visualizes probabilities of value classes given
hue classes, where row number indicate increasing hue class (starting from top with red, then
towards yellow - green - blue - purple), column number indicate increasing value class (left to
right) and the brightness of the cell indicate probability.

into features in a way where they could have statistical significance for training data sets of
practical size.

The massive amounts of information contained in the magnitude spectrum of the 2-D DFT
could be reduced to convey a few useful characteristics. For example, depending roughly on
at which spatial frequency most of the energy is residing in the spectrum, information could
be conveyed about e.g. the homogeneity of the frame and its dominant edge directions. The
features used in the project to capture some of this information is calculated as follows:

1. Perform logarithmic normalization on the magnitude spectrum.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 22: Fire explosion. See Figure 21.

2. Convert the frequency magnitudes into binary by comparing it with some threshold t.

3. For each quadrant of the spectrum (with origo in the center) calculate the mass center
point. See Figure 32 - 37.

4. For every pair of points, divide their distance from each other by the distance from every
other possible pair - forming 30 combinations, each of which are used as a feature.

These features describes the shape of the magnitude spectrum with a relatively low dimen-
sionality, making it feasible to find statistical significance for shapes in the training data. Ad-
ditionally, the mean, minimum and maximum distance of the points to origo is used as features
to convey the amount of edges in the frames.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 23: Meteorite falling from the sky. See Figure 21. Notice that all meteorite pixels are
completely segmented out in smaller region, leading to higher significance for e.g. the red-yellow
high value fire.

3.2 Audio features

Besides grids of pixels, videos contain one or more channels of audio. Many concepts that the
user could potentially want to teach the system include semantic content conveyed through
sound. For example, for the concept of explosions the sound of a bang could be at least as an
important characteristic for an explosion happening in the video as visual cues.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, once the audio is decoded, the sound can be represented by
a one-dimensional array of floating point values per channel. The array elements represents
samples of sound pressure, i.e. snapshot measurements of the air pressure deviation from the
equilibrium. Could the samples be used directly to infer labels? With the same argumentation
as in Section 2.3, the high dimensionality of the audio signal makes it infeasible, i.e. features
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(a)

(b)

Figure 24: Meteorite exploding. See Figure 21 and 23.

describing the content of the audio signals is needed. As likely familiar by now, this project is
about labeling video content on the frame level, and since a frame is shown to the viewer 1/fps
seconds, this suggests that 1/fps seconds worth of sound samples should be associated with each
frame. The audio features used should then arguably be of the kind suitable to such short time.
This time limit is however stretched a bit by the use of buffering the previous sample chunks to
allow for extraction of feature information that cannot perceived within such short periods of
time.

The main focus of this project is on visual content and the theory of the audio features will
not be covered. Audio features suggested in papers on content-based audio retrieval and audio
analysis [48] [52] was selected. The audio features used in the system are the following:

• Magnitude spectrum
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(a)

(b)

Figure 25: Fire explosion. See Figure 21 and 23.

• Zero crossing rate (ZCR)

• Compactness

• Peak

• MFCC

• Harmonic spectral centroid

• Harmonic spectral flux

• Harmonic spectral smoothness

• Fraction of low energy windows
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(a)

(b) Notice how the yellow low-medium value pixels of the bus have greater significance than in a).

Figure 26: School bus driving across the scene. See Figure 21.

• Spectral flux

• Spectral centroid

• Spectral roll-of-point

• Spectral variability

• LPC

• RMS

• Moments

• Relative difference function
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(a)

(b) Notice how the significance of everything but the bus and the explosion is suppressed.

Figure 27: School bus driving with an explosion in the background. See Figure 21.

• Power spectrum

• Beat histogram

• Beat sum

• Strength of strongest beat

The purpose, just as with the visual features, is to strive for a example representation that is
both descriptive enough to have values that carries information about the taught concepts and
allows for a separation of those, while general enough to be able to do this for as large variety
of concepts as possible.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 28: Two characters sitting in a car. The matrices visualizes the probabilites of regions
having a certain hue class (column) given the hue class of the neighboring regions (row).

4 Framework

For the task of supervised video frame classification on frames, a few components are needed:
labelling of frames in training set, feature extraction, model creation and classification of frames
in the test set using a created model. To achieve separation of these components from the
specific implementation in this project, a software framework was formalized and developed. A
description of some aspects of this framework is presented in this section.

A framework, in contrast to libraries, brings an inversion of control. The programs flow of
control is dictated by the framework and not by the developer using the framework. In such
an architecture applied to the implementation in this project the features and classifiers can be
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(a)

(b) Notice the high increase in probability of a reddish region given a neighboring blue region compared
with a).

Figure 29: Robot walking towards camera with an explosion in the background. The matri-
ces visualizes the probabilites of regions having a certain hue class given the hue class of the
neighboring regions.

abstracted into function objects. The function objects are allowed to have any internal state,
each of which is implementing an interface to be called with the decoded frames or the extracted
feature vectors. The developer using the framework can add functionality by implementing
function objects and setting them to be called by the framework. Implemented feature function
objects would contain functionality to calculate and output numerical values given decoded
frames, and the classifier function objects functionality to label the frames given the aggregated
feature vectors produced in the extraction step, illustrated in Figure 38. The separation of the
software comprising of the framework and the above mentioned function objects allows features
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(a) (b)

Figure 30: Burning cigarette flying through the air. A log-normalized 2-D magnitude spectrum
of a) is shown in b).

(a) (b)

Figure 31: Character walking away from explosion. See Figure 30.

(a) (b)

Figure 32: Large underground hall. Corresponding 2-D magnitude spectrum in b) of the image
in a), after log normalization and thresholding. The red dots indicate the quadrant mass centrum
points. Notice how the vertical pillars in the image is reflected as horizontal spatial transitions
in the magnitude spectrum.
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(a) (b)

Figure 33: Close-up of three battle-ready characters. See Figure 32.

(a) (b)

Figure 34: Character being ready with swords while something is luring in the flames. See
Figure 32.

(a) (b)

Figure 35: Characters running over bridge. See Figure 32.
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(a) (b)

Figure 36: Another perspective on the bridge in Figure 35. See Figure 32.

(a) (b)

Figure 37: Close encounter between two characters. See Figure 32.
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Figure 38: Conceptual illustration of data propagating through the framework

and classifiers to be implemented on top of a layer of abstraction, where in the case of features,
specifics like the concurrency handling and video formats have been abstracted away and in case
of classifiers the concept of images and audio altogether. At this point the problem has become
a general classification problem in terms of machine learning, Section 2.1.1.

4.1 Feature function objects

When it comes to performance, the extraction of the feature values for each frame is likely to be
the most time-consuming step. A major advantage of having the feature calculations abstracted
into calling feature function objects is that it makes implementation of parallel execution an easy
task. Using parallelism every core of the machine could be utilized to perform work comprising
the bottleneck, which is feature extraction from decoded video frames.

For feature extraction development and debugging, some visual tools for overlays on top of
a video display together with run-time performance metrics are provided. Each feature function
object receives a dedicated video display where the content can be altered to make feature
algorithm results visual and easier to debug. For performance comparison to other feature
function objects running in the same environment, metrics as execution time per thread is
displayed. Due to the overhead of frame buffering and writing to screen, the visual tools is a
configurable option and is not expected to be used in a production environment. In addition to
the display utilities provided by the framework, an API to visualize frames and data is provided
as library calls within the function objects.
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4.2 Classifier function objects

How are the examples, i.e. feature vectors, represented? Within the framework, each frame
feature vector is represented as an object containing a timestamp together with an array of
floating point numbers representing the feature vector, i.e. a point in feature space. To locate
the index of respective feature dimension within the classifier function objects, a hash map with
feature dimension names as key and feature dimension array indices as value is provided together
with the aggregated feature vectors.

The classifier function objects can have dependencies on certain feature columns and they can
have dependencies on each other. If the expected feature columns are not provided by the feature
set configuration, the framework returns an error message. Without this requirement, nothing
can be assumed about the contents of the feature vectors within the context of a classifier, which
is hardly appreciated when it comes to classification. In some cases, e.g. in the generic classifier
discussed in this report, the actual semantics of the feature columns might be of low importance,
though consistency of the required subset of feature columns and their order is still required to
be maintained between training and testing.

As in any software architecture, reusability of components is very important. For this reason
access to other classifiers results is granted in run-time. This allows for more low level classifiers
outputted labels to be used by more high level classifiers, saving computation and allowing the
developer to separate on concerns. An example might be using classifiers for shot and scene
detection, where the task is to go from a time resolution at frame level to shot level followed by
scene level, where the first classifier outputs the cuts and the second the scene boundaries based
on the cuts.

To know in run-time within the classifier function objects if its instance is used for training
a model or using a model to label frames, this information is retrieved from the configuration
file and accessed within an initialization function the function object must implement. To be
able to use a previously trained model there is a need of IO functionality of the model state.
In the framework this is described as serialized model objects, containing information such as
required feature vector column names, labels and path to classifier model binary describing the
model for deserialization within the classifier function object. The classifier function objects are
in run-time each provided with a deserialized model object loaded from the specified file path
found in the configuration file.

4.3 Label handling

Since the purpose of the classifiers is to be able to receive aggregated feature vectors and return
a single or multiple labels for each frame and the technique used in this project is supervised
learning, functionality for handling input and output of labels is required. The input labels is
to be used for associating each frame with the correct answer, i.e. with its respective feature
vector, to train a model.

To reduce the effort of producing those correct labels, as a separate software component a
labeling tool built on top of VLC [78] has been developed, see Figure 39 - 43. This labeling
tool allows for label intervals to be put on the timeline of a video player and provides func-
tionality to output multi-class labels into an common data format used by the framework and
the function objects. The outputted labels from each classifier is merged into single vectors of
labels aggregated together into a table, serialized into the same data format used by the other
components.
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Figure 39: Labeling tool built upon VLC. The tool allows the user to annotate the video frames
according to a concept description provided in a configuration file.

4.4 Additional capabilities

Within the context of a feature or classifier function object, external code packages and libraries
are able to be linked dynamically into the execution environment of the framework. Without
this functionality, either the developer is limited to develop using only what is provided within
the framework, or the framework has to be compiled and built from source together with the
users added dependencies, both of which is highly unwanted due to code reusability and usage
simplicity reasons.

Since many classification algorithms do not allow for iterative updates when given new
labelled data, functionality for handling multiple videos at once was added to the framework,
more easily providing the classifier function objects with more data for training. This is paired
with separate handling of input and output of vectors with labels and passed feature vectors to
not obfuscate the video data within the scope of the function objects.

The framework provides the option to specify a different feature sampling rate for each
feature together with at what ratio the frames should be labelled, as an alternative to the
default of every frame. A reason why this is sometimes needed is that the computation time to
extract feature vectors can be too long for certain applications using certain features, which can
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Figure 40: The user can, besides using standard video player functionality, zoom in and out on
the timeline to more easily set the correct label for a interval. The red border indicates a new
label interval is being set.

be executed with a reduced sampling rate to increase overall throughput. Another reason could
be memory requirements, where the host computer does not have enough RAM to accommodate
all examples. This also affects the ratio at which frames could be labelled, since a frame to be
labelled should not be without a value for any feature value in the feature vector. To prevent this
from happening the framework checks that the sampling rate of each feature divides the ratio
of frame labeling, to ensure that all the features have been calculated for each labelled frame.
The reason why different sampling rates for the features are allowed is due to the existence
of stateful features, which uses previous results to calculate its values. These features are also
marked within the configuration file as stateful, since they cannot be allowed to be run in parallel
due to these inter-frame dependencies. Examples of stateful features are the ones depending on
an optical flow calculation in Section 3.1.

Due to the classifier function objects run-time dependency of the computation heavy step of
feature extraction, feature vector caching is implemented to be used in classifier development.
This feature cache, which is not intended for a production environment, can be turned on and
off in the configuration file.

All configuration of the framework is done in a single configuration file, passed as argu-
ment on program execution. In this configuration file, some important settings are paths to
feature and classifier function objects, external libraries, videos and together with each video:
an optional feature vectors cache and output path of classified labels for all classifiers. Each
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Figure 41: The range in the lower left corner indicates the current timelines playtime interval.

classifier configuration contain full class name of classifier function object, names of outputted
label columns, current mode among model creation, improvement or loading, model path and
path to labels of each video. Lastly, the feature configurations are provided, each containing full
class name of feature function object, names of outputted feature dimensions, display options
and sampling rate. For implementation specific configuration settings, own parsing of configu-
ration files within the function objects is encouraged, and a file path for such configuration files
can be provided to the function objects via the framework configuration file.

5 Evaluation

In this chapter the approach to evaluate the system is presented.

5.1 Concepts

The system proposed in this project is meant to be general in the sense that the user can teach the
system to label virtually an infinite number of semantics, see Section 1.2. For obvious reasons,
every possible concept cannot be evaluated – some selection has to be made. Furthermore,
evaluation of concepts is very time consuming, since both a training and testing set has to be
manually annotated for every concept. The tested concepts were limited to:

• Winter environment
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Figure 42: The color and text in the lower middle region indicates the label provided for the
current video frame.

• Manmade environment

• Fire explosions

• Jar-Jar Binks

5.2 Training and testing

The training and testing sets were each comprised of around 20 to 40 minutes worth of video
content, with frame sample rates two to four times lower than the video frame rates. The
training sets are used to train a model for each concept, while the testing sets are used to
evaluate each model. For the manual annotation of the training examples the labeling tool
created (Section 4.3) was used, see Figure 39 - 43. The concepts were both trained and tested
within a similar domain. For the ”Winter environment” and ”Jar Jar Binks” concepts, as the
latter might suggest, Star Wars films were chosen. The reason for choosing Star Wars was its
variation in environments and tempo – besides being pleasant to watch. The choice to evaluate
the concept of Jar Jar Binks was made both to test a concept likely to be difficult and as a
reference to fan edits removing the character from the films [4]. The ”Manmade environment”
concept training and testing set were comprised of amateur, home-made videos of nature hiking
and city tours. The ”Fire explosions” concept training and testing set each consisted of clips
from around 40 different scenes depicting fire explosions in various Hollywood productions.
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Figure 43

6 Results

no yes ← Classified as

7588 976 no

594 2905 yes

Table 1: Winter environment. Confusion matrix. Class ’no’ and ’yes’ column-wise indicate
number of such instances, and the classes row-wise indicate how many instances of those classes
have been classified as such.

TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class

0.8860 0.1700 0.9270 0.8860 0.9060 0.8580 no

0.8300 0.1140 0.7490 0.8300 0.7870 0.8580 yes

0.8700 0.1540 0.8760 0.8700 0.8720 0.8580 average (no, yes)

Table 2: Winter environment. Classification performance metrics, see [3].
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no yes ← Classified as

3062 6970 no

68 2116 yes

Table 3: Manmade environment. Confusion matrix.

TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class

0.3050 0.0310 0.9780 0.3050 0.4650 0.6370 no

0.9690 0.6950 0.2330 0.9690 0.3760 0.6370 yes

0.4240 0.1500 0.8450 0.4240 0.4490 0.6370 average (no, yes)

Table 4: Manmade environment. Classification performance metrics.

no yes ← Classified as

12 609 2071 no

1852 3390 yes

Table 5: Fire explosions. Confusion matrix.

TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class

0.8590 0.3530 0.8720 0.8590 0.8650 0.7530 no

0.6470 0.1410 0.6210 0.6470 0.6330 0.7530 yes

0.8030 0.2970 0.8060 0.8030 0.8040 0.7530 average (no, yes)

Table 6: Fire explosions. Classification performance metrics.

no yes ← Classified as

3612 195 no

1123 71 yes

Table 7: Jar Jar Binks. Confusion matrix.

TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class

0.9490 0.9410 0.7630 0.9490 0.8460 0.5040 no

0.0590 0.0510 0.2670 0.0590 0.0970 0.5040 yes

0.7360 0.7280 0.6440 0.7360 0.6670 0.5040 average (no, yes)

Table 8: Jar Jar Binks. Classification performance metrics.
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Feature Description Weight
bg fullDistribution464 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0060

bg tms vv8 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given neighboring pixels with a certain value 0.0057
bg fullDistribution485 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0053
bg fullDistribution555 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0051
fg fullDistribution757 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0050
bg fullDistribution184 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0050
bg fullDistribution666 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0049
bg fullDistribution708 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0049
fg fullDistribution848 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0047
fg fullDistribution694 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0040
bg fullDistribution872 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0039
fg fullDistribution692 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0039

bg tms hv128 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a value 0.0039
fg fullDistribution552 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0038
fg fullDistribution675 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0037
bg fullDistribution608 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0036
bg fullDistribution597 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0034
bg fullDistribution356 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0034
fg fullDistribution584 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0034
bg fullDistribution281 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0033
fg fullDistribution75 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0032
fg fullDistribution883 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0032
fg fullDistribution478 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0032
bg fullDistribution710 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0031
bg fullDistribution826 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0031
bg fullDistribution603 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0031

fg tms vs38 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a saturation 0.0030
fg fullDistribution551 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0030

bg tms hh63 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0030
fg fullDistribution70 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0030

bg tms hh47 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0030
bg fullDistribution604 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0029

bg tms sv36 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a value 0.0028
fg fullDistribution629 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028
fg fullDistribution640 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028

bg tms vv57 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given neighboring pixels with a certain value 0.0028
bg tms sv32 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a value 0.0028

bg fullDistribution484 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028
fg fullDistribution639 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028
bg fullDistribution721 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027
bg fullDistribution479 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027

fg tms vh47 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0027
fg fullDistribution745 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027

bg tms vs49 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a saturation 0.0027
fg fullDistribution566 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027

fg tms hv16 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a value 0.0026
bg fullDistribution250 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0026

bg tms sv53 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a value 0.0026
bg tms sh97 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a hue 0.0025
fg tms hh147 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0025

Table 9: Winter environment. Top 50 feature dimensions of the trained model. The ’Weight’ column indicates the relative
weight (importance) a feature dimension carries in the model for classifying unseen examples.
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Feature Description Weight
fg fullDistribution195 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0199

fg tms hs94 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a saturation 0.0181
fg tms hv73 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a value 0.0130

bg fullDistribution524 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0130
bg fullDistribution92 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0117
bg fullDistribution1 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0105

bg fullDistribution292 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0100
fg fullDistribution44 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0100
fg fullDistribution452 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0097
bg fullDistribution865 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0093
bg fullDistribution77 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0082

fg tms hv127 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a value 0.0075
bg fullDistribution78 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0068

fg tms hh223 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0067
bg fullDistribution243 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0066

bg tms hh56 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0065
bg tms vh22 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0064
bg tms sh53 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a hue 0.0064

bg fullDistribution885 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0062
bg tms vv8 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given neighboring pixels with a certain value 0.0062
fg tms sv42 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a value 0.0060

bg fullDistribution197 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0060
fg fullDistribution236 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0058
bg fullDistribution195 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0058

fg tms vh47 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0056
bg fullDistribution52 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0055

fg tms sh18 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a hue 0.0055
bg fullDistribution619 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0053

bg tms sv36 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a value 0.0053
fg tms ss19 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given neighboring pixels with a certain saturation 0.0052
bg tms vv15 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given neighboring pixels with a certain value 0.0052
bg tms hv73 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a value 0.0052

fg fullDistribution189 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0051
bg fullDistribution175 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0051

bg tms sh52 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a hue 0.0050
bg tms sh49 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a hue 0.0048

bg fullDistribution70 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0048
bg fullDistribution129 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0048
bg fullDistribution11 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0047

bg tms vh8 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0047
fg fullDistribution84 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0046
bg fullDistribution181 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0045
bg fullDistribution244 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0044

bg tms hv97 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a value 0.0044
fg tms sh98 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a hue 0.0043
bg tms hh92 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0043
bg tms hh131 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0043
bg tms hh128 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0041

bg fullDistribution95 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0041
fg tms vh84 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0039

Table 10: Manmade environment. Top 50 feature dimensions of the trained model.
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Feature Description Weight
fg fullDistribution892 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0070
fg fullDistribution589 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0058
bg fullDistribution524 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0045
bg fullDistribution591 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0045
fg fullDistribution636 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0044
fg fullDistribution452 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0043
fg fullDistribution864 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0043
fg fullDistribution79 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0043
bg fullDistribution40 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0042

bg tms vv8 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given neighboring pixels with a certain value 0.0040
bg fullDistribution595 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0038
bg fullDistribution886 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0037
bg fullDistribution885 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0037
bg fullDistribution95 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0037
bg fullDistribution691 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0035
bg fullDistribution292 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0035
bg fullDistribution303 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0034
bg fullDistribution359 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0032
bg fullDistribution581 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0031
fg fullDistribution491 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0031
fg fullDistribution166 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0030
bg fullDistribution580 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0029
fg fullDistribution168 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028
bg fullDistribution534 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028
bg fullDistribution120 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027
fg fullDistribution443 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027
fg fullDistribution167 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0026
fg fullDistribution357 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0026
fg fullDistribution37 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0025
fg fullDistribution212 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0025
bg fullDistribution158 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0025
bg fullDistribution162 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0025

bg tms hs49 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a saturation 0.0025
bg fullDistribution183 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0025
bg fullDistribution110 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0024
fg fullDistribution44 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0024
bg fullDistribution413 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0023
fg fullDistribution757 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0023
bg fullDistribution895 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0023
bg fullDistribution556 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0023

bg tms vh127 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0022
bg fullDistribution350 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
fg fullDistribution685 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
bg fullDistribution371 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
bg fullDistribution619 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
bg fullDistribution871 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
bg fullDistribution567 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022

fg tms vh47 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0021
fg fullDistribution176 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0020
fg fullDistribution520 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0020

Table 11: Fire explosions. Top 50 feature dimensions of the trained model.
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Feature Description Weight
bg fullDistribution583 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0064
bg fullDistribution370 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0044
bg fullDistribution693 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0043
bg fullDistribution533 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0042
fg fullDistribution547 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0039
bg fullDistribution383 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0039
bg fullDistribution429 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0039
bg fullDistribution878 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0038
bg fullDistribution524 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0038
bg fullDistribution680 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0034
bg fullDistribution636 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0032

fg tms hs84 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given a saturation 0.0032
bg fullDistribution637 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0032
fg fullDistribution691 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0031
bg fullDistribution116 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0030
fg fullDistribution588 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0029

bg tms sh110 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a hue 0.0029
fg fullDistribution635 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0029
bg fullDistribution455 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0029
fg fullDistribution684 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0029
bg fullDistribution549 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0029
bg fullDistribution359 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0029
bg fullDistribution88 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028
bg fullDistribution541 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028

fg tms hh231 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0028
bg fullDistribution363 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0028
fg fullDistribution70 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027
bg fullDistribution485 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027
bg fullDistribution64 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0027
bg fullDistribution463 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0026

fg tms vv16 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given neighboring pixels with a certain value 0.0026
bg fullDistribution645 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0026

fg tms hh80 (In-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV hue given neighboring pixels with a certain hue 0.0025
bg tms vh117 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0025

bg fullDistribution52 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0025
bg fullDistribution749 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0025
bg fullDistribution602 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0024
bg fullDistribution490 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0023
bg fullDistribution863 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0023

bg tms sv47 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV saturation given a value 0.0023
fg fullDistribution140 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0023
bg fullDistribution135 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0023

bg tms vh118 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0022
fg fullDistribution548 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
bg fullDistribution885 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
bg fullDistribution556 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
fg fullDistribution87 (In-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022
bg fullDistribution404 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0022

bg tms vh22 (Out-of-attention) Conditional probability of a certain HSV value given a hue 0.0022
bg fullDistribution532 (Out-of-attention) Bucket of histogram with all reduced colors 0.0021

Table 12: Jar Jar Binks. Top 50 feature dimensions of the trained model.

7 Conclusions

As can be seen in Table 1 - 2, the results for the ”Winter environment” concept are reasonably
successful. Both precision (the proportion of the examples classified to a certain class that are
correctly classified) and recall (the proportion of the examples with a certain class that are
classified as such) could perhaps be said to be acceptably high for both negative and positive
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examples.
The results for the ”Manmade environment” concept, seen in Table 3 - 4, are less positive.

As can be seen in the confusion matrix, a majority of the negative examples (”no”) are classified
as positive examples (”yes”). In other words, most of the examples that were manually labelled
not to depict a winter environment was by the system labelled as such. However, relatively few
positive examples were incorrectly classified to be negative examples. This means that once
the system labels an example to depict a non winter environment, there is a high chance of
that being correct (alternatively seen in Table 4 as a true positive rate of 0.9690 for the ”yes”
examples).

The test of the ”Fire explosions” concept yielded better results, see Table 5 - 6, though some-
what worse than the ”Winter environment” concept. Both precision and recall are moderate.

As seen in Table 7 - 8, the system could not learn to detect Jar Jar Binks by the provided
examples. Basically every positive example was classified as a negative (see the true positive
rate of 0.0590 for positive examples).

As described above, the tests yielded reasonably good results for the concepts ”Winter en-
vironment” and ”Fire explosions”. The models trained were sufficiently fitted to the training
data to have generalization capabilities for unseen examples. As can be seen in Table 9, the top
feature dimensions ranked by importance for the separation of examples in the model taught
were for the ”Winter environment” model mostly buckets in the histogram over reduced col-
ors in the out-of-attention segments. Conditional probabilities for e.g. pixels having a certain
HSV hue given they have a certain HSV value, as well as conditional probabilities for pixels
having certain HSV classes given neighboring pixels having certain classes was of importance.
For classification of the ”Fire explosions” concept, buckets in the histogram over reduced colors
in the in-attention segments were most important, followed by the same in the out-of-attention
segments. Here conditional probabilities for HSV classes were also of importance, but in a lesser
degree than for the previous concept. Both the models of the ”Manmade environment” and the
”Jar Jar Binks” concept relied roughly on the same types of features as the other concepts.

Between 200 to 300 feature dimensions had a weight of greater than 0.001, i.e. 0.1%, in each
concept’s model. A few other features than the ones mentioned above were present among them,
like e.g. the DFT magnitude spectrum based feature, described in Section 3.1.4, the average
distance of the mass center points to origo, indicating the amount of high spatial frequency
patterns in the image. Others were audio features like MFCC, spectral centroid, beat sum
and other color features like intensity and HSV distributions, see 2.3.1. However, interestingly,
these other features than of the first two types mentioned accounted for only a few percent in
total when combined. In other words, nearly all information used to infer labels came from the
distribution of reduced colors and the conditional probabilities of HSV classes in the in-attention
and out-of-attention segments.

Looking at the number of different buckets of the reduced color histogram present in the
most important feature dimensions for the ”Jar Jar Binks” concept in Table 12, not the mention
the hundreds of feature dimensions for space consideration reasons excluded from that table,
with a majority of dimensions from the same feature type – it is evident that those reduced
colors (that only are in the hundreds in total) could not all belong to the ”Jar Jar Binks”
character, but from the environments of the scenes the character has been present. Since the
training examples manually labelled as positive examples of ”Jar Jar Binks” often are in clusters
in time and are about a third of the concept’s examples (see Table 7) and the total training
examples are spread over roughly 30 minutes of training examples, the positive examples are only
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spread over around 10-15 minutes of video content, i.e. a few different scenes and environments.
Taking this into account, it is not remarkable that the colors found in the scenes with ”Jar Jar
Binks” present were highly statistically significant, leading to those colors being incorporated
as important for positive examples in the model. When the model was faced with unseen
examples, from other scenes where none or only a few of those marked important colors were
present, most of the positive examples got incorrectly labelled as negative examples, see Table
7. By instead performing tests using cross validation [33] as well as not separating the training
and testing examples in time, both leading to training and testing examples being sampled
from the same scenes, nearly perfect results were obtained. In other words, the training set
were too biased, i.e. had too little variation in the irrelevant feature dimensions to make them
statistically insignificant (underfitting the model, see 2.4.1), which led to destroyed generalization
capabilities. This could be interpreted as that, with the current feature set, the system is unfit
for object classification (see Section 2.3.1), i.e. where the scene or environment around the object
is to a large degree independent and unaffected by the presence of such objects, since unpractical
quality and amount of manually annotated training examples would be required to train a model,
somewhat defeating the purpose of the system, see 1.2. Instead looking at the more successful
concept classifications of ”Winter environment” and ”Fire explosions”, the environments in the
scenes are heavily influenced by the presence of the concepts. For example, a scene taking place
in a winter environment affects the lighting (influencing the colors of objects and background) as
well as to a large extent what is present in the environment overall, and in the case of a positive
example of a ”Fire explosion” the environment is affected in a similar manner, with lighting
changes and otherwise uncommonly colored and shaped regions to occupy the scene. Fire and
winter characteristics are also more similar over different environments, making it easier to have
enough training data to find useful indicators of its presence than concepts like ”Manmade
environments” were a positive example could vary more in its appearence. In the end, it all
comes down to the quantity and quality of the training data and if its enough to obtain useful
knowledge for generalizing about what is being classified, see Section 2.3.

A weakness with the evaluation is that the concepts did not include audio to a large extent.
The ”Winter environment” data sets included no distinguishing winter specific audio content
whatsoever, and ”Jar Jar Binks” peculiar voice was, in contrast perhaps to the intuition of
Star Wars fans, not prevalent in the positive examples. The ”Fire explosions” and ”Manmade
environment” concept’s data sets had more semantic information in the audio, with explosion
sounds in the former and city noises in the latter, which was reflected in the weights of the audio
features in the models, especially in the latter concept (although none of them made it to the
top 50). Given a longer time scope for the project more concepts could be tested and evaluated,
especially concepts with a heavier use of semantic content in the audio channels.

Although the annotations of the system made is far from perfect, like with the ”Winter
environment” concept’s F-Measure score [3] of 0.8720 (see Table 2) and the ”Fire explosions”
concepts’s score of 0.8040 (see Table 6), the usefulness would likely be high in search of video
clips, see Section 1. For example could a voting system be deployed, where segments of videos
get annotated by the most prevalent annotation of the frames in each segment. Using e.g. voting
or thresholding of the frame annotations in each segment could add to the fault tolerance of the
system, leading to a higher quality and more predictable relevance of the found video material.

The developed software framework to handle the classification task in this project was shown
useful also in other projects. In [81], a project which were similar to the one presented in this
rapport in the way that it was also on classification of content found in video material. By
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implementing its own classification function objects the example time window was be made to
be on a clip level instead of on a frame level, it used different machine learning algorithms and had
different output. Furthermore, some of the feature function objects used and implemented for
this project were seamlessly deployed in the mentioned project, as well as the other way around.
The framework was shown to allow for cooperation and reuse between projects, reducing the
effort of developing video content classification applications.

8 Future work

In [6] and [59] general Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [37] representations are used for
a range of object classification tasks with good results. A next step in the development of the
system presented in this rapport could be including such a representation in the feature set,
as described in Section 2.3, to be used as general features to improve the object classification
capabilities, see Section 7.

Another thing that could be interesting is normalizing colors in the frames to make them more
comparable under different scene illuminations for concepts that should ideally be unaffected by
the environment. In [20] this is done by adjusting the pixel values by the local space average
color, which is used as an estimate of the illuminant.

Furthermore, to further add to the descriptiveness of the feature set, effort could be put on
finding descriptive but yet general object representations, by e.g. describing shapes of segmented
object bodies. Other likely useful attributes to describe such objects could be their texture, color
and movement characteristics.

The in-attention segmentation mask based on optical flow (Section 3.1.2) could be improved
by e.g. basing it on more of the Human Attention Model [44] described in Section 3.1. By taking
e.g. contrasts and camera panning into account, the problem of getting parts of the background
(see Figure 13) during fast object or camera movements could be reduced.

More rigorous evaluation of concepts could be performed, both in number of concepts and
in depth, to better test the capabilities and limitations of this type of system. Additionally, it
would be interesting to evaluate further how much training data is sufficient to build a decent
model in different situations, as well as to see how the classification performance increases with
the amount of data.

Throughput of the system could be increased by performing much of the feature extraction
calculations on a GPU rather than on a CPU by the use of software libraries like CUDA [1] or
OpenCL [2]. Additionally, work could be put on turning the system into a distributed system
to further increase throughput and mitigate memory limitations.
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